
 
DETAILED SPECIFICATION FOR SELF CONTAINED OPEN CIRCUIT COMPRESSED 

AIR BREATHING APPARATUS WITH LIGHT WEIGHT CARBON COMPOSITE 

CYLINDER AND PRESSURE GUAGE WITH WALL MOUNTING BRACKET  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

1. GENERAL REQUIREMENT:  

The set shall be self-contained open circuit type compressed air Breathing Apparatus set. The 

mass of the ready to use set with facemask and fully charged Light weight Carbon composite 

cylinder (6.8 lit at 300 bar) shall not exceed 11.5 kg. SCBA should confirm to EN 137 Type II & 

as per IS 10245 (Part 2). 

 

2. BACK PLATE (BODY HARNESS):  

The orthopedically designed Back plate should be chemical, heat & flame resistant, lightweight, 

water resistant, anti-static with rubber shock absorber at the base and moulded carrying handles. 

The back plate should have LDV holder & should also have an anti-vibration strap to prevent 

accidental loosening of cylinder from back plate due to vibration.  

 

3. FACEMASK:  
Face mask should be approved to EN 136 Class 3. Should be manufactured out of EPDM rubber 

and have a double reflex face sealing. The visor should be made of Polycarbonate material. It 

should have suitable 5 finger head harness. The face mask should have a spring loaded 

exhalation valve and a speech-diaphragm for better communication. The Face mask should have 

easy & quick fitting to Demand Valve from the front.  

 

4. PNEUMATICS - PRESSURE REDUCER & LUNG DEMAND VALVE & HOSES: 
The reducer shall be of the ‘balanced’ type, with provision of safety pressure relief valve and air 

flow in excess of 1000 lit/min and at 30 bar in excess of 400 lit/ min. The LDV should be first 

breath activated at 2-4mbar with balanced piston mechanism should be plug connectible from the 

front side of the mask.  

 

5. PRESSURE GAUGE & WRNING DEVICE : 
Pressure Gauge should be connected to the pressure reducer through high pressure hose (Non 

Metallic outer surface). It should have a luminescent dial encased in a rubber cover.  

The audible warning device can be mounted on the pressure reducer high pressure line. 

Warning whistle should be a self-actuating type & shall have minimum sound intensity of 90Db 

which is of the two-stage-type, i.e. activated by high pressure and operated by medium pressure.  

 

6 AIR CYLINDER:  

The air cylinder should be of light weight & made of fully wrapped carbon composite material 

with water capacity of 6.8 liters and free air capacity of min 1800 liters and basically approved to 

PESO. The cylinder shall be supplied with inline type valve made from high tensile brass and 

shall be conforming to EN 144 - 2. The design of the valve shall be such that and shall be located 

in such a way that it cannot be closed inadvertently during the use. The valve should also be 

approved to PESO.   

7. MOUNTING BRACKET (BOX FOR KEEPING SCBA CYLINDER): 

    FRP Wall Mounted Carrying Case should  be suitably fit to keep the above SCBA cylinder 
 

8. TEST CERTIFICATE: 

The test certificate shall be required as per EN 137 Type II & as per IS 10245 (Part 2). 

 


